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a b s t r a c t

We present the photon induced conductivity of 2D DNA lattices with and without graphene and
demonstrate the switching current responses controlled by light irradiation. The conductivity in the DNA
lattices with protein streptavidin controlled by blue and white lights shows significant enhancement
with the addition of graphene. An optical pulse response of a graphene immobilized DNA lattice is
encouraging and may lead to various bio-sensing applications such as immunological assays, DNA
forensics, and toxin detection.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
There is motivation in the scientific community to fabricate
advancednano-bio interfaces for a varietyof applications in thefields
of biomedicine [1], bio-actuateddevices [2,3], bio-detection [4,5], and
clinical diagnostics [6,7]. The existing generation of active nano-bio
devices is rooted in zero-dimensional (0D) nanoparticles, one-
dimensional (1D) nanowires [8], and two-dimensional (2D)
networks [9] that have shown excellent detection and interfacing
abilities for both micro and nano molecular bio-components.
However, the incompatibility in macroscale devices or sensors
makes it challenging to apply these nanostructures for building
interfaces with larger sized microorganisms or for retaining them on
their respective networks.

Structural DNA nanotechnology [10e19] has opened the door
for interdisciplinary research and development in nano-bio science.
Particularly, the unique feature of DNA self-assembly is surrounded
by multiple disciplines such as physics, chemistry, biology, material
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science, medicine and even in computer science. DNA nanotech-
nology exploits the predictable self-assembly of DNA oligonucleo-
tides for designing and constructing innovative and distinctive
nanostructures that are valuable tools for numerous multidisci-
plinary applications. The supramolecular DNA architecture is
composed of complementary base-pairs of adenine-thymine (A-T)
and cytosine-guanine (C-G) based on specific hydrogen bonding.
Because of the close stacking of base-pairs, consisting of purines
and pyrimidines, quantum communication occurs in the p-stack
region of the DNA molecule [20]. The conductivity mechanism in
DNA is dominated by the transport of charge within the DNA
strands [21]. A number of duplex DNA photoconductivity studies
have been conducted to evaluate the electronic energy levels
between DNA bases [22]. Here we present the photon induced
conductivity of artificially designed DNA nanostructures with and
without graphene and demonstrate the switching currentevoltage
(IeV) responses controlled by light irradiation.

A 2D double crossover biotinylated lattice (DX-BT) nano-
structure is used to make the DNA-graphene interface. This DNA
DX-BT nanostructure is assembled by two side-by-side double-
stranded helices linked at two crossover junctions [23]. The unit
DX-BT motif has a stiffness that is deficient in simple duplex DNA
or in conventional branched junctions, signifying its suitability
for being used in the periodic lattice assembly. A 2D DX-BT
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nanostructure composed of individual DX and DX-BT motifs is
fabricated by programming the appropriate sticky ends and incor-
porating biotin protein in line with the DNA oligos’ bases as shown
in Fig. 1(a). A building block, a DX tile comprised of four strands of
DNA, contributes to both helices. Each corner of all the DX units has
a single-stranded sticky end with a distinctive sequence. We have
Fig. 1. A schematic of the DX-BT lattice structure (1 �1 mm) with SA binding to the biotin. (a)
in red. The complementary sticky end pairs are shown as c# and c#’. (b) The schematic illus
between and over the gold electrodes. Then the DX-BT lattice is immobilized on the graphen
binds to the biotin. (c) AFM image of the DX-BT lattice with a scan size of 1 � 1 mm. (d) AFM
because of its comparatively larger diameter, w5 nm. (e) The contact-mode AFM image of th
the differences in thermal expansion of Cu and graphene and some cracks may appear durin
line indicates the thicknesses of mono- and bi-layers. (For interpretation of the references
chosen the simplest non-trivial set of tiles to fabricate a 2D DX-BT
lattice with a concentration of oligos of 200 nM. After annealing,
the structure formation was verified by atomic force microscopy
(AFM) shown in Fig. 1(c). The streptavidin (SA) protein binds to the
biotinwith high affinity in the DX-BT lattice, hence forth referred as
DX-BT-SA. An equimolar concentration of SA was added to the
DNA base sequences for a DX-BT lattice. A biotinylated nucleotide, thymine is indicated
tration of the experiment setup. Graphene is layered onto the silicon oxide substrate in
e surface by adsorption. After IeV evaluation, SA is pipetted onto the DX-BT lattice that
image of the DX-BT lattice after SA binding. The SA shows prominently in the image

e graphene film transferred onto SiO2. A few nm high ripples are usually formed due to
g the transfer process. The height profile (red solid line) measured along the dashed red
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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DX-BT assembly on a graphene sheet, hence forth graphene is
referred to as GP, for its IeV evaluation. The schematic illustration of
the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(b) and representative
AFM images of DX-BT, DX-BT-SA, and GP are shown in Fig. 1(c)e(e),
respectively.

We have used a DX-BT lattice for the initial photon induced
electrical conductance measurement. An optical fiber guided light
source was placed above and focused using lens optics on the DX-
BT film. A typical IeV behavior of the DX-BT lattice was measured
in the dark and SAwas added to the DX-BT lattice and again the IeV
was observed, as illustrated in the Fig. 2(a) and (b). Subsequently,
the DX-BT lattice was exposed to white light, with wavelengths
ranging from 400 nm to 800 nm, and blue light with a wavelength
of 460 nm. Fig. 2(a) describes the IeV response of the DX-BT
nanostructure with white and blue light irradiation. After expo-
sure to the radiation the rectifying behavior was observed shown in
Fig. 2. It was found that the curves with enhanced positive
current do not show a symmetrical shape. The average resistivity
at 1 V is estimated to be rwhite ¼ 7.14 � 1012 U m and
rblue ¼ 16.66 � 1012 U m with white and blue light irradiation,
respectively. Interestingly, for DX-BT-SA, a noticeable conductivity
change was observed with blue light irradiation as seen in
Fig. 2(b). The estimated change in resistivity after adding SA is
Drblue ¼ 7.6 � 1012 U m. Hence the resistivity decreased when the
Fig. 2. The IeV characteristics of DX-BT nanostructures at VG ¼ 0 V. (a) The IeV characteristic
460 nm (circle) and white light at 400e800 nm (triangle). (b) The IeV behavior after the D
a decrease in current for white light that features SA functionalization on DX-BT can be seen.
GPs. The significant increase in current from nanoampere to miliampere is due to the graph
Inset shows the percentage current, 100% for GP itself, through the samples with GPs controll
light irradiation. There is significant change in resistivity in DX-BT-SA and GP-DX-BT-SA of th
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
DX-BT lattice was modified with streptavidin, under blue light
irradiation. Lower resistivity of DX-BT-SAmay come from structural
alignment of periodic biomolecules although the SA proteins do not
provide free electrons.

The exceptional photoconductivity of a bulk film of graphene
sheets has been reported [24]. It is observed that the photocon-
ductivity of graphene is increasedwith an increase in light intensity
or an external electric field of the equivalent photon energy.
Theoretically, the photoconductivity of graphene should be fairly
strong because the intrinsic properties of graphene exhibit
a maximum of the dark resistance [25]. A similar phenomenonwas
observed with graphene and DX-BT/DX-BT-SA complexes as shown
in Fig. 2(c). Due to the different electrical properties of graphene
and DNA, it is found that the flow of current is decreased after
immobilization of the DX-BT lattices on graphene. This is opposite
to the current flow through the DX-BT and DX-BT-SA lattices in the
absence of graphene especially with blue, in the nanoampere (nA)
range, and has a rectifying response, whereas in the case of
graphene the current is increased to milliamperes (mA). Hence,
the estimated resistivity of GP-DX-BT is rwhite ¼ 2.85 � 108 U m
for white and rblue ¼ 3.84 � 108 U m for blue light. After the
addition of SA, for GP-DX-BT-SA, the resistivity changes to
rwhite ¼ 3.87 � 108 U m and rblue ¼ 4.54 � 108 U m. If we consider
the change in current, caused by light irradiation of only graphene,
s under optical excitation in DX-BT without a GP sheet for no light (square), blue light at
X-BT lattice was functionalized with SA. An increase in current for blue light whereas
(c) Light irradiation wavelength dependant IeV characteristics of DX-BT, DX-BT-SAwith
ene conductance. Decrease in current indicates graphene surface adsorbed DX-BT-SA.
ed by blue (blue bars) and white (black bars) lights. (d) The change in resistivity for blue
e order of 106 due to the presence of the graphene. (For interpretation of the references



Fig. 4. Switching IeV response of GP-DX-BT-SA for the blue light irradiation where the
significant switching action is reliable, reversible and fast. The switching current ampli-
tude due to the blue light is about 0.05 mA. The blue regions indicate the ON signal with
blue irradiation and thewhite shows the OFF signal. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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as 100%, after adding DX-BT the percentage change in current is
approximately 60% for white light, and approximately 40% for blue
as shown in Fig. 2(c), inset. However, after adding the SA protein the
current is found to be further reduced due to the insulating elec-
trical property of the SA protein.

The effect of gate bias voltage was also evaluated with an IeV
evaluation for blue light as described in Fig. 3. GP shows minimal
change in the drain current, ID with respect to various gate bias
voltages, VG ¼ �30, �18, �6, þ6, þ18 and 30 V as compared to the
dark case and the blue light irradiated case, as depicted in Fig. 3(a)
and (b), respectively. However after attachment of DX-BT onto GP,
we observed a decrease in the response, specifically for the nega-
tive bias voltage regime as seen in Fig. 3(c). The transfer charac-
teristics after the addition of SA caused change in ID with an
extensive gap for the negative VG. These evaluations encouraged us
to study the light dependant switching behavior of GP-DX-BT-SA.
The photoisomerization of DNA nanostructures on the graphene
surface provides a useful organic switch as shown in Fig. 4. The DX-
BT lattice was exposed periodically to an optical input of blue light
with a constant switching time. With an ON and OFF switching
mode, we observed a linear increase and decrease in current. This
switching action is swift and reversible with a constant change in
current with the noticeable amplitudemagnitude of about 0.05mA.
By use of the controlled electron fluctuations, highly reproducible
supramolecular organic switching is achieved. Existing duplex DNA
based switching devices already reversibly change the fluorescence
[26], but 2D DNA lattice based optical switching will give us
Fig. 3. The IeV characteristics of DX-BT lattices for blue light irradiation with 6 different gate
(a) The IeV response of GP for no light and without analyte. (b) The IeV response of GP after b
whenDX-BT is functionalized onGP for blue light. The ID is found tobe decreased as comparedw
enhancement in ID for negative bias voltageswhen SA is added. (For interpretation of the refere
a controlled (by the amount of the DNA and their geometries),
predictable (by the coverage rate control on the substrate between
the electrodes) and efficient (comparing with existing biosensors)
organic switch as well in sensor applications.
voltages, VG ¼ �30, �18, �6, þ6, þ18, and þ30 V, from top to bottom shown in graphs.
lue light irradiation. Minor variation in ID is observed. (c) The IeV characteristic behavior
ithGP only,with significant change in ID especially forminus gate bias. (d) shows further
nces to color in thisfigure legend, the reader is referred to thewebversion of this article.)
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Conventional optical techniques with biological materials have
opened doors for interdisciplinary research and development in
nano-bio sciences and technologies. Here we have demonstrated
the photo-induction of electrons in 2D DNA lattices and its feasi-
bility in organic switching with great sensitivity and reversibility.
Consequently a 2D DNA lattice based nano-sensor is expected to
have great potential for a number of applications, such as immu-
nology, forensic science and toxin detection in the near future.
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